PRESS CONTROLLERS DREAD CHANGE         in
contributors' expenses by the pennies or halfpennies of
their purchasers, they could just manage to exist, even if
they made next to no profit, or, like the Westminster
Gazette, none at alL When advertisers discovered that it
paid them far better to use the papers with very large
circulations, no matter how high the charges were, the
small-paper was doomed in the national field* In the
local field it can still keep going* Many small journals
live on local advertising and do pretty well. They may be
better productions than the " nationals/' since they do not
have to make frantic efforts to amaze, to startle, to thrill*
In London there is no local advertising that can pay
very high space rates* Unless a London morning paper
can get national advertisements, it must go under*
" Evenings " are in little better case* And the national
advertisers do not want too many papers* It would
actually suit them better if the four morning " nationals '*
were merged into one* That one could hardly charge
them as much for space as they pay on four accounts at
present, and they would be saved a lot of trouble*
It has been asked why advertisers do not run a news-
paper of their own and give it away, as they could well
afford to, seeing that it would not have to make profits*
The answer is that they lack cohesion and that a strong
prejudice against anything given away would have to be
broken down*
Were the Radio to be used for advertising, they would
no doubt use it and cut down the space they now buy
from newspapers* This would cause a crisis in the popu-
lar newspaper business, and might have catastrophic
results* We shall see that catastrophe is indicated when
we come to the discussion of Radio news*
Along with the transformation of the popular daily into

